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Word pictures of depression: tearfulness
Sharon McConville

Shortly after my admission to hospital, I wrote:
‘Today, tears came. They poured out of me, not like little wavelets brimming over the edge of an overfilled swimming pool, but in

a great gush, as if the reservoir of emotion and despair which is my soul had swelled to burst its dams. Deep, guttural sobs racked my
body. I was in the foyer of the cancer centre when it happened. It was the sight of [ . . . ] walking towards me with open arms, ready to
enfold me in a warm embrace, which precipitated the flow. As I buried my head in her soft coat collar, her lips kissed my hair. She
supported me as we walked towards two adjacent chairs, where we sat down, wrapped in one another’s arms, me crying uncon-
trollably; she stroking my head. I was aware of seemingly hundreds of pairs of eyes fixed upon me. In a sense, it was heartening
to know that such a sight is not uncommon in the cancer centre. I have seen many people crying there before myself. However
as people around me whispered; ‘‘That poor girl. She must have lost somebody,’’ or ‘‘She must be ill. Look how thin she is. Maybe
she’s had bad news,’’ I felt a pang of guilt. After all, I was only depressed. Then I realised – dare I say it – that I honestly believed that a
death or diagnosis of cancer would actually have been easier to deal with.

I continued to cry all afternoon. I cried in the nurses’ station, surrounded by staff, including a rather bemused-looking dietitian
who had come to see me and whom I later realised had actually been at school with me, albeit a couple of years ahead. I cried
in the interview room, as I waited to speak to this dietitian, who ultimately decided to defer the discussion until a later date. I cried
in the dormitory, where I desperately tried to collect myself by sipping at a cup of herbal tea which one of the nurses had prepared for
me. I cried in the day room as soon as [ . . . ] appeared to visit me. I cried in the office belonging to [my lead nurse] when he decided
that we needed to have a chat later in the afternoon. I cried in my bed. I cried in the corridor. I cried in the toilet. I finished up
exhausted and suffering from frightening palpitations. My eyes were burning, the lids rasping against them like sandpaper, and
my head was pounding. At the same time, I felt some measure of relief: a relief akin to that experienced by a gentleman with
prostatism whose bladder has just been catheterised, or that felt when a swollen, engorged boil is lanced and the pus can drain freely
from it.

Aside from relief, however, I felt something else. It was as if something momentous had happened to me. I felt as I had been
suddenly stripped, my vulnerability laid bare. I imagined myself as one of those plasticated bodies in the anatomy exhibition which
has recently caused such controversy in the media, my skin peeled back to expose my raw flesh and sinews. It was a scary, dizzying
sort of a feeling. I was unsure quite what it meant.’
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